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INTRODUCTION

To data, rmst of the hydrodynamic calculations that have followed
the details of the physics during an iron core collapse (see Bowers,
these proceedings, for a review) have been restricted to spherical
syumetry and therefore have neglected the role that roeation may play
in the hydrod~amics of the collapse (see, however, LeBlanc and Wilson,
1970) . If rotation is imporssnc, the core will flatten to an oblace
spheroidal shaps allowing some loss of energy through grav+taci.onal
radiation; the core could conceivabl”f,dynamically evolve co a
toroidal configuration, aY Ilasbeen obsaed
in some models of rotating
prutostellar clouds (Tohline, 1980b; Boss, 1980b and references ci~ed
therein); and it may, through a rotational instability, eventually
evolve into a non-axlsynxnetricstructure. It is important co know just
haw much rotational energy must be present in the pre-collapse core in
order for these, or any other significant deviations from spherical
tiynmecry, to become important considerations during a core collapsa.
Savaral authors, most notably Saenz and Shnpi.ro (1978,
1979; but
see also: Thuan and Uatriker, 1974; Ncvikov, 1975; Shapiro, 1977, 1979;
ClxLa,Chau and I-.snriksen,1977), have integrated the collapse of rotating, uniform-density spheroids fn &I attempt to measure the importance
of Gravitational radiation during core collapsa. Tha reatrlctiun to
uniform density allows an analytic description of the Wo-dirnensioual
aquation of motion for tha core collapse antihence offers a relatively
cheap way to explo.q parzmatar space, These Investigators are, however,
unable to coummnc on the role that density gradients, non-spherical
shocks, and velocity flow patturns orising from a non-homologous contraction may play during tha corn’s collapse and its subsaquenc

bounce(s) . In older to study the non-homologous aspects of an evoluversions of two
tion, we have used the two-dimensional, axis~etric
different multidimensional hydrodynamic computer codes (Tohline, 1980a;
Boss, 1980a) to uumericdly follow the Newtonian collapse of a rotating,
1.4 MQ core. tiller, Rokyczka, and Hillebrandt (1980) hav~ performed
an experiment similar to the one described here. We have not considered
the detailed physical reactions and tramport properties in the core,
but have adopted, instead, a simple adiabatic prescrlpcion of the
collapse as kas been developed and used by Van Riper (1978, 1979) in
his studies of the hydrodynamics of spherical core collapses. The
core’s initial structure is chosen to be that of an e uilibrium, n = 3
polytrope with the central density Pc - 4 x 109 g cm-! . In ordar to
initiate collapse, the pressure P throughout the core is dropped
uniformly from its equilibrium value P. according to the prescription:
P = d-PO (d <1.0).
During the ansuing collapse, variations in the
pressure at any point in the core are governed by the relation P m Pr,
where the power l“is itself a well-defined function of the local
density. The function r(p) suggested by Van Riper and implemented here
is shown in Figure 1, Initially, and throughout most of the collapse,
~ is held constant at a value ‘fdn (< 4/3). Then at nuclear densities
(P
- ? x 1014 g cm-s, here), the stiffening of the equation of
st%~ is mimicked by making r increase (linearly In log p) up to a
For the models discussed here , we have selected
maximum value yin=.
va,l.ues
of d, y~nt and ym= tha~ Van Riper has found are moss promising
for ejecting the envelope of the scar ha the hydrod~am.ic bounce of
the cora: Y~n - 1.33, -im~ = 1.4(Jor 2.75, ad d= 0.95 or 0.88.
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A.

RWATION

IN THE PRE-COLLAPSE CORE

The following terms are uqeful in discussing the degrea of
Lmportanca of rotation in thu core:

~.

argular velocity,

x=

centrifugal force
gratity

f3-❑

total rocationd kinetic enerw
]gratitational potential energyl “

The subscript ~ will be used to designate values of these parameters
h the initial-core model. For experimental purposes we have chosen
to model:
A.

Cores that are initially in solid body rotation--i
these models;

B.

Differentially rotating cores in which Xi = constant in the
equatorial
plsn~ end rotation is uniform on cyLinders. In
these cases, u
initially.
-Sxu
edge
center

defines

Very little is known about the rate of rotation of the cores of
highly evolved stars, Lherefore wr choice of Ui or Xi is somewhat
arbitrary. We can, however, gain some guidance from the following
consideration. Under corkeflation of angula momntum end a perfectly
spherical contraction, X Increases a9 ~ = p1)3. This relation allows
us to pinpoint values of X+ and Ui that may have some astrophysical
relevanca. (i) In order f~r x + 1 (centrifugal balance) as Q + Pnuc,
x muot be =0.02 (i.e., Ui -S s--lin che center of the core).
It is believed that at birth, che Crab pulsar was rotating no
(h)
more than twits Itq presently observed
rate (Ruderman, 1972) . Using,
then, u .. 60 S-l at nuclear densities, the core that gave birth to
the Crab pulsar
would have had Xi m 10-5 (i.e., Wi ‘0.01 s‘1 in the
mafn sequence stars having central
center of the core). (iii) !lassi\re
densities c h 1 g cm~ are observed co ha$e surface rotational
velocities - 100 km 9-1. If these stars are.in solid body rotation and
tha core can conserve anguiar momentum durirg the scar’s evolution up
the giant branch, then u at the onset of core collapse could be as
lar2e as 30 :-l. This implies xi > 1! From these three points, we
can cunclude ~hat XL < 10‘5 ig certajnly a realistic choice, but it is
not likely to produce significant davlacions from u perfectly spherical coliapse. Gn th= other hntid,it is ~,oasible to cor,struct an
avolucionary gcenario in which x - 1 illa star’s cnre ac the onset of
core collapse. IIith thasa thoughts in mind, columns 2-4 of Table 1
show the values
of y, d, and u that we have selected for our 6 initial
models from Case B. Similar choices were used in our models from Case A,
3.

THE EVOJJJTIONS

A1l uf the models that e have tested, whether from Laae A or
Case B, evolvad in qualitatively tilesame manner. M rotacfonal forces
slowed the collapse parpendiculur tu the rotation axis somewhat, the
core began to flattan. As the cora flattened co orllym oxis ratio of
- 1.3:1, it stopped its contraction and a ~pheroidnl shaped shuck front

began to propagate from near the core center toward its surface.
Density contours on a mridional slice through one core are shown in
Figure 2. This figure illustrates the shape of the core at its
typically flattest configuration.

It is easy to understand why the cord stopped collapsing at only
a
a slightly flattened stmcture in all of our evolutions. Consider
perfectly spherical collapsa: If r is aven slightly less than 4/3
(the classically derived “czitical” value of i’),tj,enfor a qiven
increase in density, gravitational forces always incraasa mora rapidly
than do pressure forces and contraction wili continua. However, when
rocationd forcas (which do increase more rapidly Charlgrzvitv) tire

included, the core muse flatten somewhat. During the contraction of
an oblate spheroid, the gravitational force at the pole increases less
rapidly for a given increase in p than it does during a spherical contraction. Therefore, for values of r less than 4/3, pressure furces
are able co grow more rapidly than gravity along the rotation axis once
the core has flattened to a sufficient degree. The degree required is
not large if r is only slightly less than 4/3, aa it is in these models.
In our models, the density to which the core collapsed before ~il~
induced flattening stopped the contraction depended strongly on the
initial rotational energy ICIthe core. For lazge Initial B, centrifugal
forces were able to exert an influence early in the evolution and to
stop the contraction at a density much lower than nuclear densities.
For smaller d’s, the cora approached nuclear densities before undergoing cmtrifugal flattening. Colunm 5 of Table I lists the maximum
density to which the core evolved before its infall was stopped in each
initially unifo~~
model. CGlumna 6-8 of the table give a f= other
properties of the core near its point of maximum contraction: Uc is
the central angular velocity, W is the core’s gravitational potential
ener~ (to be compared T+i.ththe initial value [Wl - 4 x 1051 ergs) , and
Ek.n h the transitional kinetic energy of the infalllng material. In
~~ models, the final R for the core was only a few x 10-2.
The strength of the shock front correlated, understandably, with
the ratio Ekti/lW[ a~ the time th% core bounced. The shock front
propagated outward noticeably fa ter in the equatorial plane than ic
did h othar directions, but in ILOcr:~ was the deviation from
spherical syuuneLryextreme.
4.

SU?WARY

Using values of !, Y~n, and ymax that Vm ~Per (1978) h- fo~d
most promising for a hydrodynamic envelope ejection, we have shown that
even a small amount OL rotation in the initial core can stop its
collapse before nuclear densities are reached. We expected Xi > 0.02
to pc~duce significant deviations from a spherically symntatric collapse,
but have found that xi as much as tan tirms smallar than this will not
allm’ the core to reach densities as high as IIIthe spherical collapsa.
in no case, howaver, does the zore flatten very much, nor does the
value of 0 beco- very large. Luw final B’s preclude the formation of
an axisyuznetrictorus. They also indicate thar deformation of an iron
core intc a triaxial configuration or fragmencaticn of the core during
its collapse is an extremely unlikely event. (Note : Classically, 8
must axceed 0.27 befors a dynamic instability to non-axisymmetric
perturbations is encountered.)
The small degrea of flattening of che coie also suggests that the
reduced moment of inertia I of the core will always be re,!acivelysma-1
in magnitude and hence that the third time derivative of 1, which is

proportional to the enerw emitted in gravity wave radiation, wilJ not
be very significant. Numerically calculated estimates of I during some
of thesa model evolutions aupporcs this suspicion. If the y~n =d d
used here are found to be realistic values after the detailed physics
of the core collapse is well understood, it is clear that gravitational
radiatior.
from a core collapse will be difficult to meaqure.
Finally, we should point out that it is the relatively large
values of ytin (near 4/3) combined with values of d near unity that
(a) p~evented the core from flattening significantly in these mod;~
and (b) prevented the core from reaching high 9 configurations.
“reallstic” values of either one (or both) of these parameters are
fomd to be much smaller in more complete modek of the core collapse,
then the core till have to beco= flatter (and denser) before pressure
gradients will support it along the rotation axis. All of the conclusions drawn here would be modified accordingly under chose circtw
It should also be noted that in gefieral relativistic models,
stances.
the critical
I’ for spherical collapse is somewhat larger than 4/3
(VaI EUuer, 1979).
Therafore, we predict that when fully general
relativistic core collapses are performd including rotation, a given
choice of Yti
and bi will produce a slightly flatter and slightly
denser core than the corresponding model that has been presented here.
We acknowledge us~ful ciiscu=sionswith K. A. Van Riper and
S. L. Detweiler throughout this investigation.
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